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Episode, Episode Pro, Episode Engine -  Windows 
Version 6.2.2 Release Notes 

 
 
 
About this Episode Version 6.2.2 
 

Minimum System Requirements: 
Windows 7 
Processor 1.5 GHz 32-bit (x86) 
QuickTime 7.6.2 or higher 
Minimum 2 GB RAM 
40 GB HD 
 
Windows Vista 
Service pack 2 
Processor 1.5 GHz 32-bit (x86) 
QuickTime 7.6.2 or higher 
Minimum 2 GB RAM 
40 GB HD 
 
Windows XP 
Service pack 3 
Processor: 1 GHz 32-bit (x86) 
QuickTime 7.6.2 or later 
Minimum 1 GB RAM 
20 GB HD 

 
Windows 2008 server 
Service Pack 2 
Processor 1.5 GHz 32-bit (x86) 
QuickTime 7.6.2 or higher 
Minimum 2 GB RAM 
40 GB HD 
 
Additional Windows requirements: 
Bonjour Print Services for Windows V2.0.2 
.NET Framework 3.5 SP1 
 
Online Help Browers Requirements: 
Internet Explorer: Version 8 and 9 
Firefox: Version 6 and 7 
Chrome: Version 14 
 
 
 

 

Fixes and Improvements 
 Added manual profile and level controls to MPEG2 encoder. 

 MainConcept H.264 outputs will now encode to bit-rates higher than 30mb/sec when set appropriately.  

 Episode can now preserve color depth when encoding from 4:2:2 10-bit H.264 sources to 4:2:2 10-bit 
outputs. 

 Episode can now create video only or audio only .mp4 streaming files. 

 The Episode XML-RPC interface is now available for all editions of Episode. 

 Added support for Y4M MPEG2 source content. 

 Mail tasks can now be configured without usernames and/or passwords.  

 Fixed an issue with duplicated frames during some encodes to XDCAMHD 422. 

 Fixed an issue recognizing multiple audio tracks in XDCAMHD sources from Omneon video servers. 

 Improved support for AVCHD .mts sources. 

 Improved compatibility of .mp4 files on Android-based devices. 

 Fixed an issue with audio sync in MPEG2 output files. 

 Fixed a macroblocking issue when encoding to XDCAMHD outputs. 

 Fixed a file compatibility issue with the Sony PDW-HD1500 deck. 

 Fixed an issue with metadata in .gxf output files. 

 Fixed an issue with Split-and-Stitch encoding files that have in/out points set in Episode. 

 Fixed a compatibility issue with AVC-intra .mxf files. 

 Fixed a frame rate playback issue with Episode encoded .webm files. 

 Fixed an audio/video sync issue with .webm outputs. 

 Fixed a safety delay issue in folder monitors. 

 Improved support for .gxf files that do not contain valid media field information. 

 Fixed an issue with the frame rate filter and ProRes 4:4:4:4 sources. 
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 Fixed an issue with watermark and intro/outro files in cluster environments. 

 Motion Compensation is now a selectable option in the de-interlace filter. 

 Fixed an issue with timecode burn-in and .flv outputs. 

 Improved alpha channel pass through support for ProRes 4:4:4:4 sources. 

 Fixed an issue with MXF files created by Episode being rejected on import to Avid Media Composer. 

 Improved performance when using SMB source or deployment locations. 
 

Known Issues 

 Selecting QuickTime in the video and audio track prameters can cause Episode to crash on some Windows 
systems. This is very rare. 

 Encodes to XDCAMHD are failing under Windows OS 

 While it is possible to import and use some Episode 5 settings as is, the majority of the Episode 5 settings 
files, including QuickTime, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.264 and many MXF variants will require the 
encoder parameters to be reconfigured. It is recommended that when moving from Episode 5 to Episode 6 
all settings, workflows and output media files be tested thoroughly. In no case should Episode 6 use 
.settings files, all should be converted to version 6 specific .episubmission or .epitask files. 

 Timecode and Split-and-Stitch: It is not possible to create new time code during a Split-and-Stitch encode. 
If you need to create new time code for a file during and encode, please do not enable Split-and-Stitch. 
Split-and-Stitch will work accurately when reproducing the original time code from the source file. 

 In mixed-platform clusters encode tasks with QuickTime video outputs (Selecting “QuickTime in the video 
format selector and then choosing a codec in the standard QT selector) will be distributed to nodes of the 
same operating system as the node that submitted the workflow. When building mixed platform clusters 
please take this into account. 

 The new “Encode While Ingest” feature requires that the monitor be set to a local directory. Use of “Encode 
While Ingest” with SMB or FTP locations is not supported. 

 Using H.264 or MPEG-4 video in MPEG Program Streams will cause erroneous playback on certain 
devices/players. 

 Pass through of audio in QuickTime files is not supported. 
 There is an issue in the Apple QuickTime component for ProRes version 2.0 that may cause crashes when 

browsing in Episode, downgrading to the Apple QuickTime component version 1.0 (available from the 
Apple support site) fixes this issue. 

 32-bit BMP files do not work as watermark files in Episode, please use 16-bit or 24-bit BMP files. 

 When monitoring network locations that contain many files and/or subfolders, it is recommended that the 
“Interval” and “Safe-delay” parameters be increased to allow time for scanning the items. The “Safe-delay 
time should be about 3X the ‘Interval” time. 

 

Known Issues - API 
 The “Connections” argument is not currently supported via the XML-RPC interface. 

 The standard method for MBR (Microsoft Smooth Streaming and Apple HLS) workflow submissions 
through the XML-RPC interface (submitBuildsubmission) is not currently supported, however there is a 
workaround. Please contact Episode support for details. 

 When using “episodectl task” commands, the relative path is printed as opposed to the absolute path 
unless the option --out is explicitly used. 

 The “parse-progress” option for the execute task is not currently working. 

 When specifying a folder path that requires quotes, always end the path with two (2) back slashes. 

 The option “return-submission” to the command “submitBuildSubmission” via the XML-RPC interface 
currently returns unusable data. 

 The options “monitorList” and “monitorAdd” commands via the XML-RPC interface are not currently 
supported.  


